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thank you for allowing us to present Byte Lab to you.

I strongly feel that cooperation between our companies would
contribute to our companies’ growth and development in new
technologies.

Our team of expert engineers combines complementary experience
in research and development in the fields of electronics, electro-
technics, and software development, with a proven track record in
proof-of-concept capabilities and the final product manufacturing,
complete with manufacturing documentation.

We are especially proud of our products in the field of the Internet of
Things, with many international customers and numerous
implemented projects.

This document provides a complete overview of our proposal.

MATIJA PUŠKAR
CEO

Greetings,



B U S I N E S S  C O O P E R A T I O N

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY1.

Company overview which outlines the reasons for cooperation

Byte Lab's selected work

The purpose of this document is to present Byte Lab's capabilities in the

development of electronic modules or product development. The proposal outlines

a plan for possible cooperation. 

Byte Lab's key advantage is the speed in transforming ideas/requirements into

products. We can offer fast development thanks to the in-house engineering teams

which are supported by in-house test equipment and prototype/small volume

production line.

We are an independent engineering company focused on embedded system

development. 

Established in 2011, we design new devices and software for various growing

markets, and unlike our competition, we offer a complete solution, provide expertise

and experience and offer support during the development of the final product body,

such as design, support during certification, and standardization and organization

of production.

We believe our proposal provides a complete overview of our services and expertise,

that could help you achieve highly successful results for your business.

In this document will also be presented:

Let us design your next electronic product!
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Company name: Byte Lab Grupa d.o.o.

Office address: Medarska ulica 69/1, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Office/Administration contact: +385 1 4001 854, +385 95 469 0360, contact@byte-

lab.com

Business development contact: Matija Puškar, +385 91 3893 514, puskar@byte-

lab.com

Number of years in business: From 2011. – 10  years

Nature of business: R&D, Design house, Development lab, Manufacturing partner

Clients descriptions: Small enterprises – 30%, Medium sized enterprises – 30%,

Large enterprises – 40%

2. COMPANY INTRODUCTION
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45+
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With a focus on embedded systems, we have successfully delivered over 200
projects ranging from consumer electronics to industry systems. This is why
we like to say that we are experts in this field. We have a growing team of
highly motivated experts in electronics development, software engineering,
mechanics, and manufacturing.

FOUNDERS

2 10
YEARS

200+
 DELIVERED PROJECTS

Based in Zagreb, Croatia, Byte Lab has been providing electronic engineering
services since 2011. Our subsidiary company, B.L. Manufacturing, specializes
in electronics manufacturing. Both companies were created by three engineers
who have overseen the growth of the business while running all its aspects on
a daily basis.

COMPANIES

IN HOUSE ENGINEERS

4
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2.1 WHAT WE DO?

Electronics Development

Embedded Software
Development

Prototyping and small volume
Manufacturing

5
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Companies we have helped:
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Austria Germany USA Austria USA

Sweden Belgium Netherlands Austria Croatia

B U S I N E S S  C O O P E R A T I O N

Why they chose us:

What sets Byte Lab apart from many other companies is that they know how to do the
Industrialization phase which prepares the product for mass manufacturing.
Stefan Mehar, SanSirro CTO

I prefer developing with Byte Lab due to their flexibility and development speed. Byte Lab has
managed to develop a device with amazing GPS performance above the industry standard.
Nino Richter, Crossbox CEO

We have selected Byte Lab to develop and manufacture a connected controller for our heating and
drying fan systems used on construction sites. They have shown great expertise with industrial
electronics and delivered us exactly what we needed in only six months.
Jonas Nilsson, El Björn Project Manager
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Time & Material

In this model the client is billed monthly
for the effective man-hours spent on the
development plus material costs. This
model is very flexible and results in
faster development time. It jump-starts
the development because the outcome
doesn’t have to be fully defined from the
beginning. In addition, making changes
is easy as there is no need for
Engineering Change Requests.

1

2.2. COOPERATION MODELS

We offer two cooperation models from which you can choose:

7

2 Fixed price

This model is based on a fixed price for
development. At the beginning of the project,
we will write a Technical Specification which
will describe the outcome of the development.
However, if the requirements are not fully
clear, then a Feasibility Study should be done
first. Any changes during the course of the
project are made through Engineering Change
Requests.

B U S I N E S S  C O O P E R A T I O N
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1Product
development
process:

Initial
workshop

During the initial workshop
we study the  requirements

and offer a solution or a
Feasibility study if more

research is needed.

432

765

Feasibility study Specification

Final
Acceptance Test

Industralization
phaseVerification phase

Prototyping
phase

Feasibility studies are
a great way to research
possibilities, how much
design effort is needed

and at what price.

FAT is conducted to
ensure that requirements

from the specification
or contract are met.

This phase is a crucial
part of development in

which device operation is
rigorously tested against

the specification.

The outcome of the
prototyping phase is a device

which has the same form,
fit and function as the

production device.

Specification clearly
defines what will be

delivered and guides the
development process.

This phase prepares the
device for manufacturing.

It includes mould construction,
test jig development,

certification etc.

8
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Analog & Digital

Wireless design

Cost- effectiveness

Developing electronic boards has been our core competence since the company was
founded. We have strong experience in analogue, digital and RF design. Our engineers
have accumulated valuable experience by delivering more than 200 electronic board
designs for various clients. For us, design of your product is a process of integrating
proven and tested design solutions.

Over the years we have designed many circuits like DC-to-DC converters, communication
interfaces, sensors, microcontrollers, signal processing chains etc. The trend in recent years has
been towards ultra low power battery operated devices which is an area we excel in.

Most of the devices we have designed have some kind of wireless connectivity. Wireless
technologies we have worked with include 2G, 3G and 4G cellular networks, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Lora,
Sigfox, proprietary 868MHz, RFID, NFC and GPS.

2.3. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT

We select minimum-priced components while keeping quality in mind. For example, we don’t use
expensive RF modules or pricey off-the-shelf antennas when we can design these cheaper in-
house. Cost effectiveness is where experience pays off, we know what works and at what price.

9
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Using Agile software development approach we are able to deliver early and continually improve
the code through adaptive planning and evolutionary development.

Massive in-house embedded software library
By delivering more than two hundred designs for various clients we have created a large number
of proven and tested embedded software components available for reuse. These include low
level drivers, stacks, algorithms etc.

Code review / audit
By regularly doing systematic examination of source code we are able to find mistakes
overlooked in the initial development phase. With periodic code audits we discover bugs, security
breaches or violations of programming conventions, thus improving the overall quality of
software.

We have deep knowledge of embedded systems and are experienced with firmware
development on bare-metal, RTOS and Embedded Linux platforms. We offer embedded
software development as a standalone service or in combination with custom hardware
development.

2.4. EMBEDDED SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

Agile development

1 0
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Design for manufacturability (DFM)

Rapid prototyping

Packaging design
Not only do we design the enclosure but also the whole packaging for the product. Besides having
appealing design, sometimes products need to be transported over long distances, we will make
sure the packaging keeps the product safe during shipping.

Prototyping the enclosure is just as important as prototyping the electronic circuits. Using our in-
house equipment we test ideas in no time.

The BOM cost is only one side of the price puzzle. Even the cleverest designs can go over budget
if manufacturing involves a lot of manual labour or if quality is difficult to control. That is why we
place a strong focus on DFM right from the start by trying to reduce the amount of manual labour
needed for the assembly and quality control.

Enclosure design and mechanical integration is another service we offer. We will
transform your rough sketches or just an idea for the design into a finished product
suitable for volume manufacturing.

2.5. INDUSTRIAL DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT

DFM

1 1
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Electromagnetic compatibility

Thermal analysis

Ingress protection testing

Our in-house environmental chamber can regulate temperatures from -50°C to 180°C and humidity
from 10% to 98% RH. Several electronic modules are tested at once and their operation is
validated at maximum and minimum operating temperature. In the second step we do thermal
cycling analysis to discover weak points early in the design process.

Designing an IP67 device and ensuring it stays dry under all use-case conditions is a process of
carefully made design decisions and rigorous testing.

The hard truth is that 80% of designs fail on the first try during certification testing. To avoid
delays and extra costs associated with re-testing, Byte Lab does extensive pre-compliance testing
of all designs. From radiated pre-scans to conducted emissions and ESD, we greatly reduce the
risk of failing tests during certification.

Will the product work reliably once it is in the field? Will the product get stuck during
certification testing? Is the product ready for volume manufacturing?
To answer these questions, Byte Lab performs extensive verification tests on the first
engineering prototypes to ensure that they perform according to design goals and
specifications. In every serious development process, verification accounts for 50% of the
total development time.

2.6. DESIGN VERIFICATION
TESTING

EMC

IP6x

1 2
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In-house prototype production

Large stock of components

Skilled technicians
Nothing would be possible without a team of skilled technicians. They operate the equipment,
solder the prototypes and inspect them to quickly find and resolve faults. Our most experienced
technician has 35 years of experience in the electronics industry and enjoys sharing his
invaluable experience with his younger peers.

We can go from an idea to a prototype 40% faster than our competitors! Having an
experienced engineering team is important, but even more can be done to improve
design efficiency. To eliminate common bottlenecks in electronics design we have
invested in two areas. The first is prototype manufacturing equipment and the second is
a large stock of components in our warehouse.

Our in-house warehouse contains more than 4500 different components which are at our
disposal. For typical components, we do not wait for distributors to deliver. On top of that, we
receive new component shipments daily. Our warehouse is managed by a modern stock
inventory software.

Our experience, combined with in-house equipment allows us to test out ideas quickly. We have
professional equipment for rapid PCB prototyping, 3D printers and a pick & place machine just to name
a few. This allows us to manufacture the same day without waiting in line of contract manufacturers.

2.7. FAST PROTOTYPING

1 21 3
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Profit from our experience in supply chain management

Rapid redesign in case of obsolete or long lead time components

In-circuit test / functional test design
An important part of manufacturing is quality control. This is an area in which Byte Lab excels. We
have vast experience in developing testing methods that ensure that each produced unit
functions perfectly.

Being an engineering company allows us to bypass problems with obsolete or long lead-time
components by doing rapid redesigns of affected circuits.

The hard truth is that 80% of designs fail on the first try during certification testing. To avoid
delays and extra costs associated with re-testing, Byte Lab does extensive pre-compliance
testing of all designs. From radiated pre-scans to conducted emissions and ESD, we greatly
reduce the risk of failing tests during certification.

By offering manufacturing services, Byte Lab offers you a full turnkey solution for
electronic product design. Leave the manufacturing to us, and we will optimize your
BOM, prepare manufacturing documentation and deliver the final product.

2.8. MANUFACTURING

1 31 4
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The challenge was to implement a lot of
functionality in a small device measuring just
60x40x10 millimeters. Moreover, the device also
needed to be IP67 rated for ingress protection.
As a result of small size, the height of
components on the PCB was limited to 1 mm.
Therefore, a custom Bluetooth 4.0 radio was
implemented resulting in a very thin design and
also saving a lot in BOM cost. In a similar way
the GNSS functionality was added by using a
GNSS chipset versus using an off-the-shelf
module. Furthermore, a custom shield for the
GNSS was developed. In the end, both radio
antennas were impedance matched and show
excellent RF performance considering they
operate in the proximity of the human body.

QUS smart shirt is the world’s first washable smart textile that provides accurate body data
capturing. Embedded intelligent sensors like the ECG electrodes and a respiratory sensor record
body data without a chest strap, save it to the cloud and help athletes optimize their training. The
shirt is washable up to 100 times.
In order to bring the QUS product to life, the SanSirro team approached Byte Lab for the task of
complete product design of an on-board electronic device which gets attached to the shirt. This
included development of the electronics, embedded software and of the enclosure. In the end,
device had to be certified for FCC/CE and prepared for mass production.

THE WORK

The QUS smart shirt was first presented to
the public at the 2018 CES in Las Vegas. We
managed to deliver on time in spite of tight
deadlines for the show. SanSirro was later
awarded with the 2018 German Innovation
Award and the same year got the Red Dot
Design Award.

3.1.  QUS – Body Connected

3. SELECTED WORK

THE OUTCOME

What sets Byte Lab apart from many other companies is that they know how to do the
Industrialization phase which prepares the product for mass manufacturing.
Stefan Mehar, SanSirro CTO

1 5
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We have quickly developed the electronic
modules for taking photos and transferring
images from analogue counters to the cloud.
The system has been developed using cost-
effective solutions to meet the requirements of
mass production. A good example of optimizing
the manufacturing price has been a custom
antenna design, which has reduced the
antenna’s price by 70%. Another example has
been in using the same printed circuit board for
both camera and gateway devices. Apart from
development of June, we have continued our
successful cooperation with Smart Utility by
taking over production and quality control tasks.

Older generation utility meters often use counters to display energy consumption. A lot of them
don’t have a magnet on the counters making them difficult to retrofit with a modern wireless
smart meter. The Belgian company Smart Utility hoped to solve this problem by developing a
camera-based smart meter which reads the consumption by taking a photo of the utility meter.
Smart Utility chose Byte Lab as their development partner because we have successfully
demonstrated OCR capabilities in a similar application built for reading analogue water meters.

THE WORK

With Byte Lab’s help, Smart Utility succeeded
in creating a camera-based smart meter.
Byte Lab delivered over 20,000 pieces in only
one year after June was launched and
continues to manufacture the device for
Smart Utility.

 3.2. June - Camera-based Smart Meter

THE OUTCOME

We needed a partner with expertise in electronics and software development and we had to prepare
for mass production. Byte Lab has proven perfect for the job.
Vincent De Dobbeleer, Smart Utility CEO

1 6
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We had to integrate four different wireless
technologies into a small form factor device
which would fit inside the bicycle frame
lock. GPRS connection was used for
communication with the server. Bluetooth
4.0 was used for communication with the
smart phone application. The user could
open the lock directly from the app or with
an NFC based smart card. On top of that, a
GNSS receiver was implemented to allow
users locate available bicycles via the app.
The smart lock was powered from an
internal Li-ion battery. We have
implemented battery charging from the hub
dynamo located on the front wheel. In order
to fit four different antennas and other
circuits inside a small enclosure, we
designed the board on a semi-rigid flexible
PCB.

City policymakers increasingly encourage bicycle commuting as city streets grow more
congested and polluted by the increasing number of cars in use. The policymakers have
recognized that an affordable and easy to use public bicycle-sharing system is a first step in
getting more commuters switch to cycling. ABUS, a German security tech company, recognized
the need for improving the existing bicycle-sharing systems and decided to augment their existing
bicycle locks with an intelligent electronic system making them an ideal fit for the bicycle sharing
application. Byte Lab was selected for the job because of our previous experience with electronic
locks and bicycle tracking devices.

THE WORK

At the moment of writing this, a pilot program
involving 150 smart locks is underway in
Belgian city of Ghent. The smart locks are
used as a part of bicycle-sharing system and
make the system easier to use. ABUS is
preparing for mass production of the locks. 

3.3. Smart Lock

THE OUTCOME

1 7
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Byte Lab was responsible for the whole
product development, both the mechanic
and the electrical engineering. The design
goal for Crossbox was to achieve the best
possible GNSS performance for the
available device size. We have achieved this
by selecting the biggest patch antenna
which fits in the enclosure to improve
efficiency and gain. Also, careful attention
was given to preserving the axial ratio of
the antenna to reject reflected GNSS
signals.
Furthermore, a custom multisection shield
was developed to completely shield the
electronics from the GNSS receiver, and
from the antenna itself to eliminate EMI
degrading the performance.
Besides the GNNS antenna, the device
features both the Bluetooth and WiFi
antennas. They were measured to ensure
proper isolation between them.
In the end, the device archives excellent
GNNS performance, records session data
into internal 8GB memory and has 8 hours
of battery life.

You can easily record your session on the Crossbox CBX20 GPS tracker. Mount the Crossbox
CBX20 on your helmet, start recording, and ride your laps. For advanced beneficial information,
the CBX20 lets you link your heart rate chest strap to gain important body data (CBX20 is
compatible with Bluetooth heart rate sensors like the Polar H10 chest strap).
After the ride, transfer the recorded data to your smartphone for analysis and sync the recorded
data with your Crossbox smartphone app. Once you have imported your session into the app,
Crossbox suggests existing track configurations that other users have created at this location.
Crossbox also provides in-depth analytics which will help you reduce lap times instantly.
Furthermore, you can see how you rank on the track leaderboard because Crossbox is the #1
platform for social racing.

THE WORK

Soon after the market launch, Crossbox was
sold in thousands of units and continued to
achieve market success being used by top
motocross athletes.

3.4. Crossbox

THE OUTCOME

1 8
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Kisi chose us to design electronic modules
for their access control system. Kisi Reader
is a compact, highly integrated electronic
device that is powered via an Ethernet cable
using PoE technology. It connects to the
Internet via WiFi or Ethernet, communicates
with smartphones via Bluetooth 4.0. and
reads NFC cards using the integrated
antenna on the front of the device.

Some people like to use their phones for everything, others don’t. Others would like a temporary
link so that they would not have to pick up a card. Depending on the use-case and preference, Kisi
gives you flexible, yet secure options to give access to your facility. You can share a link, remotely
unlock or schedule unlocking the door, and it is so easy to unlock the door with a phone. You just
pull up the app and press a button or tap your phone like a card against a Kisi Pro Reader so you
don’t have to even open the phone.

 Kisi gives you cloud-based physical access control and it connects to all commercial-grade
electronic locks. Kisi unlocks doors using location-aware Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or NFC connectivity so
you can unlock all doors using the Kisi app or NFC pass. It connects gates, doors, and elevators to
the central access management dashboard.

THE WORK

Thanks to our skilful engineering, the Electric
Imp company, a particularly important player
in the world of IoT, chose us as their Product
Design partner. We did full hardware design:
from electronics to manufacturing quality,
and mechanical engineering.

3.5. Reader Pro

THE OUTCOME

1 9
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We had a job to design an industrial
controller unit with LCD screen, user
interface and LoRa connectivity. The
controller had to be robust, dust and water-
resistant and designed for harsh conditions
on the construction site.
 We delivered the CCU that brought several
advantages to the heating machines, such
as overvoltage resistance, monitoring of air
filters, monitoring of atmospheric
conditions in the room that is drying out,
and the ability to control more devices at
once. 
During design special attention was given
to the 868 MHz LoRa antenna which was
hidden behind the front panel so it cannot
be damaged on the construction site. 

El-Björn (the client company) is in the business of manufacturing and selling heating and drying
fan systems that are used to speed up concrete and facade drying during construction and have a
power output up to 100kW. 
Because the heating machines were controlled manually they had to be under constant
supervision. If left unsupervised, mistakes would happen which would often result in large heat
losses (for example, in cases when the heated space is not properly insulated).  
We were given the job of digital transformation by designing a connected controller unit (CCU)
that would control the machine operation from the cloud and monitor surrounding climate
conditions.

THE WORK

In only six months from starting the project,
we managed to deliver final prototypes ready
for mass production. Also, we designed
production test jigs to support mass
production and the entire system went
through CE compliance process (EMC and
radio certification).
Shortly after the development was finished,
El-Björn had several thousand units in the
field and under cloud control.

3.6. Connected controller unit

THE OUTCOME

2 0
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We have selected Byte Lab to develop and
manufacture a connected controller for our heating
and drying fan systems used on construction sites.
They have shown great expertise with industrial
electronics and delivered us exactly what we
needed in only six months.
Jonas Nilsson, Project Manager
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The Televend box is a very complex piece of
hardware incorporating a powerful Cortex M7
microcontroller, 3G and Bluetooth connectivity
and a multitude of industrial interfaces. All this
had to be fitted into a small box requiring high
level of integration and miniaturization. In order
to develop a product suitable for high volume
manufacturing, Byte Lab team worked with INTIS
from the start of Televend development. We
were given the responsibility of schematic
design, PCB layout and design verification.
During design verification we have conducted
EMC pre-compliance measurements ensuring
that the Televend goes smoothly through the
certification process. We have also assisted in
embedded software development. Furthermore,
we helped with production quality control and
assisted in development of test jigs.

INTIS, an EU-based company, wanted to transform the vending machine market by
revolutionizing the way companies manage their vending machine networks. The result of
their effort was Televend, total vending telemetry, sales, and marketing solution which
makes every vending business smart, interactive, and manageable online. The heart of
every Televend system is a small Televend box which is installed inside of the machine.
Designing and building the box required expertise in industrial electronics and high-
volume manufacturing. As a result, INTIS partnered with Byte Lab to augment their
engineering team. The goal was to develop a robust hardware system offering high
reliability and ease of manufacturing.

THE WORK

INTIS has become a prominent player in the
vending machine business by equipping
more than 150,000 vending machines with
the Televend box. Byte Lab is still their
development partner and helps INTIS with
new Televend designs.

 3.7. Televend – Vending machine (r)evolution

THE OUTCOME

We chose to work with ByteLab because they have a great experience with hardware design and
electronics manufacturing technology.
Zdenko Brlečić. Technical Manager

2 1
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Byte Lab has helped develop dozens of electronic units which are installed on the waste
collection vehicles. The units communicate over a CAN bus and include RFID antennas, a Linux
based central computer, various RF and sensor interfaces etc. A central part of the EcoMobile
system are the RFID antennas located at the back of the vehicle. We managed to deliver a
robust industrial antenna with excellent performance when operating in vicinity of metal. In
addition, the antenna’s operating temperature range is from -40°C to +85°C and can sustain
strong vibrations. Another important component that Byte Lab has developed is a Linux based
central computer which is installed in the cabin of the vehicle. It features a 10-inch LCD
touchscreen display, 3G connectivity, Ethernet and USB ports, two CAN interfaces, NFC card
reader and an automotive power supply.

Driven by environmental and economic concerns, an increasing number of countries are
working to reduce the amount of solid waste they send to landfills by increasing
recycling. One strategy towards that goal is to motivate households to divert an
increasing portion of their waste to recycling by introducing a pay-as-you-throw (PAYT)
system. With PAYT, households are charged only for waste directly sent to the landfills
thus providing financial incentives to sort waste based on its type and recycling
opportunities. A Croatian company EcoMobile partnered with Byte Lab to develop an RFID
based system for electronic identification and billing of waste collection.

THE WORK

The EcoMobile system is now successfully installed on more than two hundred waste collection
vehicles.

3.8.  EcoMobile – Waste management system

THE OUTCOME

2 2
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STEP 1

Contact us at
contact@byte-lab.com

STEP 2

We will arrange a call to
discuss our proposal
further

STEP 3

Sucessful cooperation
follows



Tel: +385 91 389 3514

Medarska ul. 69/1, 10090 Zagreb, Croatia

contact@byte-lab.com

www.byte-lab.com

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Byte+Lab+Grupa+d.o.o./@45.8045641,15.8948575,15.29z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x44af44329e0c5d76!8m2!3d45.8050824!4d15.9113419
https://www.byte-lab.com/
https://www.byte-lab.com/

